
A PROUD MEMBER OF STUDENT SERVICES

Multi-Faith Network Meeting
Monday November 7, 2022

Welcome!



Agenda
1. Welcome & introductions (name, program & year, 

group you are affiliated with)

2. MORSL updates – what we’ve been up to

3. Feedback sessions:
 Affirming religious/spiritual identities on campus
 Envisioning the next Discover Spiritual McGill Fair

4. Wrap up 

5. Dinner! 
 A great time for networking and socializing



Welcome!



Part 2 - MORSL Updates



Report from 
MORSL

1. Areas of focus (themes)

2. Operations (space, team)

3. Programs (events)



1. Focus/Themes
1. Dialogue: critical skill for a complex world

 Thrive in a pluralistic society

 Mitigate polarization and unhealthy debate

 Model interfaith harmony

 Strengthen our multi-faith community

2. Equity & Inclusion
 Give attention to intersectionality

 Support where the need is greatest

 Foster authenticity, whole-self engagement on 
campus

 Normalize religion, faith and spirituality 



2. Current 
Operations

1. Team
 Many cherished volunteers from local faith 

communities

 8 part-time student staff members

 Candice & Carlene full-time

2. Space
 Pros and Cons of 3610 McTavish

 Meditation and prayer space getting good use

3. Media (Candice)
 Website review and new content

 More videos, YouTube content

 Growing number of Instagram followers



3. Programs
1. Outreach

 ~1200 contacts through tabling  (thank you!!)

 Trainings on spirituality for PSC and FFs

2. Events, Workshops

 Regular programs (Yoga, Meaning-Making)

 Reboot My Neighbour’s Faith, Student Panels

 Collabs with Newman Centre, Queer McGill, 
Student Services

3. Projects

 Upcoming launch of the Peer Faith Volunteer 
program (Sana)

 New Interfaith dialogue program under 
construction (Fawaz)

 More outreach and resources for our Multi-Faith 
Network (Jas)



Part 3 - Feedback



Themes for Your 
Feedback
 Affirming religious/spiritual 

identities on campus

 Envisioning the next Discover 
Spiritual McGill Fair

We’ll take 15 minutes to discuss each one



1. Affirming religious/spiritual 
identities on campus

Questions
◦ How far along do you think the McGill campus and community has 

come in terms of inclusivity of different religions and spiritualties? 
What are some things that have advanced inclusion? What are some 
of the pain points that still persist?

◦ How effective is McGill’s religious accommodations in academics? 
What is the impact on student mental health when accommodations 
are hard to arrange or there is pushback?

◦ What can MORSL do to help with the possible stigma of being 
religious or spiritual in the university context? e.g. in class, in student 
jobs, just existing on campus…

Debrief



2. Next Discover Spiritual McGill Fair

Questions
oWhat format (or formats) for a campus wide multi-faith event would 

you like to see in the winter term? Do you want to see panels? 

Workshops? Outreach? Tabling? Speakers? Something else?

oWhat are some potential themes that could attract some attention 

from the McGill community? A particular current topic or concern? 

Would you like it to take more of an artistic, cultural, or spiritual 

direction? 

Debrief



Wrap up



Wrap up
1. Final debrief on themes for your feedback

2. Next steps for the Multi-Faith Network
 Individual club meetings with Jas
 Needs Survey and check-ins with community faith 

partners 
 Firming up plans for interfaith events, Discover Spiritual 

McGill Fair, etc. 

3. Dinner! 
 Please check labels for dietary info



Thank You!!



THANK YOU!
The MORSL Team

514-398-4104 (office main line)

3610 McTavish, 3rd floor

Email: morsl@mcgill.ca

Website: www.mcgill.ca/morsl


